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Abstract: Contamination of water use points in health establishments is a frequent and concerning
problem. Maintenance and disinfection of water systems can be inefficient. Sterilizing filters are
commonly used at selected taps. We report diagnostic and corrective approaches that have succeeded
in making a contaminated health facility sustainably compatible with its activity without restriction
in taps use. The zones contaminated with pseudomonas as well as those, along the water networks,
at risk of biofilm development were identified. Corrective measures on the network and various
types of decontamination were carried out. At the end of this work, the bacterial load in the water
significantly decreased and 219 out of 223 controls were negative for P. aeruginosa over 3 years of
follow-up. Four positive results were linked to three taps not used for care which were satisfactorily
treated locally. Errors at the design and setup phases of health facilities may result in resistant bacterial
contamination. P. aeruginosa contamination of newly built healthcare facilities is an underreported
problem. Guidelines on design, disinfection, and monitoring procedures of water networks of
healthcare facilities should be adapted consequently and would certainly improve the offered care
limiting patients’ risk and avoid many unwanted financial situations for the providers.

Keywords: sanitary building; dialysis unit; water network; disinfection; Pseudomonas aeruginosa;
care water

1. Introduction

Despite hygiene measures, microorganisms present in healthcare facilities may be
responsible for nosocomial infections. Among encountered pathogenic microorganisms,
Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P. aeruginosa) is one of the most frequently identified. Carried
by water, it can have harmful consequences for patients and remains a major concern for
healthcare professionals [1]. Being highly mobile, this bacterium is widespread in the
environment. It naturally lives in fresh water, sea, moist soils, and on the surface of plants.
It can survive and multiply in a large variety of liquids, on any type of medium and wet
material, preferably between 4 ◦C and 45 ◦C. In water distribution systems, P. aeruginosa
develops in biofilms [2,3] which constitutes a physical barrier preventing antimicrobial
agents to reach all microorganisms.

For this reason, commonly recommended doses of disinfectants are ineffective on
P. aeruginosa [4,5]. Biofilms gradually liberate P. aeruginosa which circulates in the water
distribution network and colonizes points where circulation is lower (large tubing volumes,
dead or unused points, solenoid valve core, and taps). P. aeruginosa present in the distribu-
tion water systems has been shown to infect vulnerable patients [6,7]. From the medical
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point of view, P. aeruginosa is feared because is a multi-resistant microorganism with known
induced morbidity [8] and directly linked mortality [9].

The water supply of healthcare facilities must be free of P. aeruginosa. Much effort has
been dedicated to identify the origin of contamination in this context. Many reports have
focused on manual or automatic faucets, distance from water mixers to the water points
of use, as well as drains [6,10,11] Despite these efforts, P. aeruginosa contamination is very
common and surprisingly, even in newly built edifices. A report from Dijon (France) [12]
showed that 4% of newly built healthcare facilities had positive samples from P. aeruginosa
pointing at an improvement compared with 19% for old ones, but also showing that the
problem of P. aeruginosa contamination of the water distribution networks still remains.
The contamination of points of use in the intensive care units by P. aeruginosa is very
frequent, sometimes more than 60% of the points [13] and Pseudomonas species have been
reported to account for 88.8% of the total bacterial strains identified in dialysis units [13].
However, the presence of P. aeruginosa seems to be very seldom observed in the public water
supply and it is generally accepted that the contamination of the distribution networks
in health facilities is due to a retrograde effect coming from the patients or the users [3].
However, a German study showed that almost 3% of the public buildings studied had
P. aeruginosa in drinking water [14]. To improve the bacteriological quality of the water,
many healthcare facilities use disposable sterilizing filters at the points of use (generally
0.2 µm filters). Indeed, the resistance of P. aeruginosa to the disinfectants has forced closing
down many healthcare facilities and brought others to use water filters at the water points
of use admitting a permanent contamination of the water distribution network [15]. This
approach seems effective [16] but requires appropriate maintenance and control of the
structural characteristics of the filters to ensure their effectiveness [17] and be combined with
more general prevention measures [18]. The purchase and maintenance cost of disposable
filters being very high, it is often limited to the field of care [19]. The remaining points of
use accessible to patients less frail or visitors on the periphery of the care zone (public toilet,
patient bathrooms, and hand washing basin taps) are frequently not protected.

We were requested to disinfect a new dialysis building that could not be open to the
public because of persistent P. aeruginosa contamination despite several previous decontam-
ination attempts. We aimed at removing P. aeruginosa from the complete water distribution
networks in order to subsequently guarantee a normal use of the building in its health
care activities, and not being limited to the use of the protected points of the local water
distribution and supply.

In addition to the water distribution systems, P. aeruginosa may contaminate very
precise sites or medical material or devices. Removing P. aeruginosa is often very difficult
but achievable for medical devices, as it has been reported with repeated disinfection
procedures and replacement of infected parts [20] or using specific antibacterial tools
applied to selected points [21]. Such techniques are unfortunately not of use to disinfect
a complete water distribution system of a building. To the best of our knowledge, no
successful or satisfactory eradication procedure of P. aeruginosa from the entire water
distribution network of a health care building has been previously reported. We report
the method and actions that succeeded in eradicating the infection and allowed a dialysis
centre to open without restriction in the use of the water distribution system. Our general
approach might help when fighting bacterial contamination of other health care buildings
to eradicate the infection, without the use of filters and rendering possible the dispense of
care with no restrictions.

2. Materials and Methods

A multi-background working group involving architects, engineers responsible for the
design of the water network, builders, plumbers, maintenance technicians, water quality
engineers, pharmacists, hygienists and physicians was set to decontaminate the water
distribution network. The action plan was organised as follows:
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2.1. Diagnostic and Identification of Areas at Bacterial Risk
2.1.1. Inspection and Evaluation of the Water Distribution System

The water distribution system was analysed on floor layouts and engineering draw-
ings. Risk areas of bacteriological development were pinpointed and visually identified in
the building.

The risk areas were identified considering the guidelines for water distribution net-
works for healthcare facilities issued by the French and British governments [22,23]. Practi-
cal guidelines and advice on how to reduce bacterial contamination in vitro and in experi-
mental settings were taken from the available literature [24,25].

2.1.2. Bacterial Charge Quantification by ATPmetry

Bacteriological load was quantified by ATPmetry [26]. Briefly, after a one-night period
of stagnation during which no water was used, samples (60 mL) of water were taken directly
(first jet) or after 2 min of running water (second jet) to assess whether the contamination
was rather related to the point of use or to the upstream network. Adenosine triphosphate
(ATP) was used as a direct quantification of the biomass to identify zones sensitive to
biofilm formation.

2.1.3. Water Sampling

Water samples were taken and analysed by an approved laboratory (French Committee
for Accreditation, COFRAC) [27]. Water sampling was performed according to the ISO
19458 [28] and FDT 90-520 standards [29]. Colony counts of aerobic bacteria at 22 ◦C and
36 ◦C were performed according to the ISO 6222 standard [30] and that of P. aeruginosa
according to the standard ISO 16266 [31]. Two hundred and fifty mL were sampled and
one hundred mL cultured to check for the presence of P. aeruginosa.

2.1.4. Demonstration of P. aeruginosa Contamination in Specific Segments of the Water
Distribution System

Network parts (metal filters at the inlet of the network) and specialized handwash
solenoid valves (Anios, Lille-Hellemmes, France) were dismantled under sterile conditions,
swabbed, and cultured to detect and locate P. aeruginosa.

Some PVC pipes were cut into thin strips under aseptic conditions, fixed 2.5% glu-
taraldehyde in PHEM buffer, pH 7.2 for 1 h at room temperature, followed by washing in
PHEM buffer. Fixed samples were dehydrated using a graded ethanol series (30–100%), fol-
lowed by 10 min in graded ethanol–hexamethyldisilazane, and then Hexamethyldisilazane
alone. Subsequently, the samples were sputter coated with an approximative 10 nm thick
gold film and examined under a scanning electron microscope (Hitachi S4000, at CoMET,
INM Montpellier France, MRI-RIO Imaging facilities, Biocampus) using a lens detector
with an acceleration voltage of 10 KV at calibrated magnifications.

2.2. Corrective Measures

Removal or replacements of major contaminated and contaminating sites were performed.

2.3. Disinfection
2.3.1. Analysis of Previous Disinfection Procedures

The first three disinfections were carried out by specialized companies with their
own procedures. The first two disinfection procedures were examined on poorly detailed
execution reports. The third procedure was observed while performed and evaluated upon
completion. The fourth disinfection took into account the results of the previous disinfection
audit. Hereafter, the description of the different disinfection procedures is provided.

When the building was filled with water, a chemical disinfection of the sanitary
water network using a chlorinated product (Ferrocid 5280 S, Kurita Europe APW GmbH,
Ludwigshafen, Germany) was carried out by a specialized company.
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The second disinfection was carried out by the same specialized company using Ferro-
cid 8591 (BK Giulini GmbH, Ludwigshafen, Germany), a blend of acetic acid, hydrogen
peroxide, and peroxyacetic acid in water not suitable for drinking water (registered by the
German CA BAuA under No.-N-16308 for a product-type (PT11) for the preservation of
water or other liquids used in cooling and processing systems [32]).

The third disinfection was ordered from another specialized company. An audit was
carried out and several critical points were identified: (1) the concentrated product used to
disinfect was DYESE PL (Dyese, Aix en Provence, France), based on hydrogen peroxide and
silver ions. Its bactericidal activity has been tested according to standards for the evaluation
of the bactericidal activity of antiseptics and chemical disinfectants (EN 1040 [33], EN
1276 [34]). These standards indicate that the product is tested in laboratory tubes, but not in
real conditions in distribution networks with controlled contamination levels (and presence
of biofilm), so-called “dirty conditions”. (2) The target level of hydrogen peroxide in the
network was 1000 mg/L and the contact time was 4 h in line with the recommendations
of the Scientific and Technical Centre for Buildings [35]. However, a pulse pump was
used to introduce the disinfectant in the network without a device to regulate its flow as a
function of the total water flow (no pulse water meter or flow meter). The water flow was
variable depending on the number of open taps and their settings. Thus, with this method,
even with a constant flow of disinfectant, the final concentration could not be even, and
the minimal concentration wanted could not be guaranteed. (3) The level of hydrogen
peroxide (H2O2) was controlled at points of use using strip tests in which the maximum
level indicator (100 mg/L H2O2) was below the desired concentration. The samples were
not diluted to adapt the test concentration ranges. Therefore, the target concentration
(1000 mg/L H2O2) could not be guaranteed throughout the circuit. The results showed
a clear improvement of the bacteriological quality. Of the 17 samples, only 6% contained
over 100 CFU/mL (max 620 CFU/mL) at 22 ◦C, and 24% contained over 10 CFU/mL (max
440 CFU/mL) at 36 ◦C. However, P. aeruginosa was still present in 4 samples. Therefore, an
additional decontamination procedure was needed.

2.3.2. Proposed Disinfection Procedure

The fourth disinfection took into account the results of the previous disinfection audit.
It used a proportional pump (DOSATRON® INTERNATIONAL S.A. Tresses, France) and a
disinfectant, Dialox® (S&M FRANCE-BIOXAL, Chalon sur Saône, France), tested according
to application standards in “dirty conditions” (NF 13727). Dialox® is a disinfectant based
on hydrogen peroxide and peracetic acid which is adapted for medical and water treatment
devices. Water and disinfectant flows were adjusted to obtain 1000 mg/L of H2O2 directly
after the main water inlet and uniformly throughout the network using a proportional
pump. The presence and concentration of the disinfectant was checked in samples diluted
1/20 using a strip with a concentration range 0–100 mg/L of H2O2. The network was filled
up and checked to contain 1000 mg/L of H2O2 at all sampling and user points. The contact
time was more than 8 h.

Water samples for analysis were taken at least 72 h after decontamination and rinsing,
and repeated more than one week apart. These samples were taken in the first jet after
a minimum period of stagnation of one night. Then, bacteriologic analyses at 22 ◦C and
36 ◦C were conducted in compliance with regulations.

2.4. Maintenance Measures

In order to avoid bacterial proliferation after disinfection, regular flushes (two min
daily, weekly, or monthly according to risk level) of all points of use were introduced.

Periodic sampling for laboratory analysis of selected points of use was performed to
monitor the bacterial charge and water stability. A range of 10 to 20 water samples were
taken quarterly.
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3. Results
3.1. Diagnostic and Identification of Areas at Bacterial Risk
3.1.1. Inspection and Evaluation of the Water Distribution System

The building was connected to the public water distribution network by an external
pipe approximately 50 m long. This pipe fed a garden water tap, as well as two separated
pipes in the basement level. One pipe going to the water treatment unit for dialysis and
three outdoor taps, and the other one going to the sanitary water network (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Schematic water distribution network. Original setting when the building was delivered. A
garden water tap was connected to the main pipe. Three taps for outdoor use were connected to the
pipe specifically dedicated to the treatment of dialysis water. A 50 L ion-exchange softener supplied
10 hot water tanks: two 300 L and eight 30 L capacity for the most distant points of use in the building.
These hot water tanks had a mixing valve downstream to limit the temperature of hot water outputs
to 50 ◦C to avoid the risk of burns for users. The record of the temperature at the entrance of the
building at the time of the procedures was 15–16 ◦C, and inside the building it was 17–18 ◦C.

The water treatment unit for dialysis includes filtration, softening, and de-chlorination
steps before a double osmosis and supplies 34 points of use (dialysis treatment points).
The sanitary water network supplied 56 points of use: 28 cold water outlets (5 mechanical
taps and 23 contactless taps) and 28 mixing taps (cold and hot water). Hot water (60 ◦C)
was obtained after softening with a 50 L ion-exchange softener from two 300 L hot water
tanks each supplying eight water mixers. The first tank supplies the area used by patients
and visitors on levels 0 and 1. The second one supplies the area reserved to the staff on
level 2. Eight 30 L hot water tanks individually supplied one to four water mixing taps
each. Cooling water from 60 ◦C to 50 ◦C maximum was obtained by mixing valves placed
between the hot water tanks and the water mixing taps; the distance between the water
mixing taps and the mixing valves was between 3 m and 10 m long. For the control of
different types of water (cold, softened, hot, mixed, and dialysis water), 12 sampling sites
were installed on the different pipes.

Inspection and evaluation of the water distribution system showed poor separation of
water distribution networks (external taps connected to the pipe dedicated to dialysis water
(Figure 1)), dead legs (Figure 2), unfavourable equipment (automatic taps), and significant
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lengths of piping after the large hot water tanks resulting in possible water temperature
drops below 50 ◦C (Figure 1).
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Figure 2. Dead legs in the network: (A,B) display examples of dead legs related to the sampling sites
with long arms outside from the main stream (arrows). (C) illustrates the case of a tap envisaged for
providing hot and cold water of which only cold water was used, and the remaining unused tubing
was capped, creating a dead leg.

3.1.2. ATPmetry Results

Mapping of the water distribution networks by ATPmetry made it possible to draw
up a microbiological intensity map of the installation to identify the zones and the points
of use likely to create the conditions of biofilm formation. The majority of points of use
and sampling taps on the different networks were checked (n = 40, Figure 3). It can be
observed that a large majority of samples (71%) were over the recommended threshold
of 2 log equivalent bact/mL, and a considerable proportion (38%) had very high content
(≥3 log equivalent bact/mL).
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Figure 3. Mapping of points of use by ATPmetry. A total of 71% of the points are above the quality
objectives (102 equivalent bacteria, solid line). All samples were made in the first jet only except for
the points of use 16 (hot and cold water), 20, and 21 for which the second jet was also analysed. At
this stage, 20 out of 26 sites identified at risk (77%) were positive for P. aeruginosa.

To better identify the sites at risk of bacterial contamination, a comparison between
bacterial content found in the first and second jets was carried out at different relevant
points of use. Since the first jet is related to the local bacterial status and the second jet
is rather related to the bacterial status of the water of the system, a high first/second jet
bacterial number reduction (from 5.2 ± 0.4 to 2.4 ± 0.1 log equiv bact/mL) is strongly
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suggestive of local bacterial production. Thereby, significant contamination levels were
observed and located on (i) automatic faucets, (ii) the softener, (iii) the network portion
from the softener to the hot water tanks, (iv) the observed dead legs, and (v) showers
equipped with thermostatic faucets.

3.1.3. Water Sampling

Water samples from the sampling taps located on the pipes at the beginning of the
sanitary water network and of the water treatment unit for dialysis were found negative
for P. aeruginosa.

On the other hand, most of the samples in the sites identified at risk (20 out of 26, 77%)
were positive for P. aeruginosa: dead legs and automatic cold-water taps, after the sanitary
water softener (sample sites and mixed water taps).

3.1.4. Demonstration of P. aeruginosa Contamination in Specific Segments of the Water
Distribution System

• Filters of the main pipes

The filters were opened in sterile conditions and parts were swabbed and cultured.
The presence of P. aeruginosa was demonstrated in the filters at the entry of the water
distribution network, whilst there was no P. aeruginosa in the sample taken before the filter
to test the conformity of the water supply from the city provider. The presence of pebbles
was observed in these filters. It is noteworthy that all samples were obtained in the old
dialysis building at the same location, and importantly, shared the same water source that
had been negative for P. aeruginosa during the 10-year exploitation period. Likewise, the
filters in the old building were never found to contain any visible gravel. The origin of the
contamination of the new building is likely to be related to the connection to the municipal
water distribution system. The large number of bacteria along the network also shows that
the first disinfection performed immediately after connecting the water network failed, as
did the regular purging of water at points of use performed before opening the building
to patients.

• Automated hand washing taps.

We disassembled the solenoid valves from our six automated hand washing points
from the care zone. We cultured samples from the internal parts of these solenoid valves.
The presence of P. aeruginosa on the solenoid valve nucleus was confirmed in those already
found positive in previous analyses. All solenoid valves were changed and the internal
circuit was disinfected. The analyses that followed were no longer positive for the presence
of P. aeruginosa.

• Water treatment unit for dialysis.

P. aeruginosa was also identified in two sampling sites located after the water softener
of the treatment unit for dialysis and after the activated carbon column (before reverse
osmosis). Investigations showed that the softener as well as the activated charcoal were
free of P. aeruginosa whilst the sampling sites were infected. The tubing of these sampling
sites was analysed (Figure 4A). The piping was cut in sterile conditions and prepared for
electron microscopy analysis. It showed the presence of bacteria with size and shape similar
to that of P. aeruginosa (Figure 4B). The setting of the sampling sites was modified to reduce
the dead legs and avoid stagnation (Figure 4C). Finally, a new disinfection of the water
treatment unit was performed, which repeatedly demonstrated the absence of P. aeruginosa.
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Figure 4. Water treatment unit for dialysis. (A) Portion of the network including the connection
between the water softener and activated carbon filter, with manometer and pressure sensor on the
upper part and the sampling line for automatic calcium control and the manual sampling point
below the main water flow (favouring stagnation and increasing dead space). Two sections (yellow
lines) were made and prepared for microscopic observation. (B) Pseudomonas were characterised by
electron microscopy in the slices of the tubes for automatic calcium control and the manual sampling.
(C) The portion shown in A was modified to remove stagnation points and reduce dead legs.

3.2. Corrective Measures in the Water Distribution Network

Several corrective and preventive measures were carried out to secure the network.
The main ones are described in Table 1 and plotted in the engineering drawings of the
supplementary figures (Supplementary Materials Figures S1–S4). The resulting network is
schematized in Figure 5.

3.3. Disinfection

Eight days apart, the fourth disinfection specific to P. aeruginosa cultures performed
returned negative. A new control, eight days later was also negative and the healthcare
facility could be opened to the public.

Three months later, three points of use were positive to P. aeruginosa. A supplementary
disinfection procedure was carried out which was successful. Subsequent controls were
negative for P. aeruginosa.
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Table 1. Facility features increasing the risk of contamination and proposed corrections.

Feature Type Features Enhancing Contamination Correction

Missing equipment
On the main water supply, there was no

possibility of carrying out controlled
chemical decontamination.

Installation of connectors to install a
volume-controlled mixing pump for chemical

disinfection.

Network
Outdoor taps were connected to a pipe
dedicated to the treatment of water for

dialysis.
Separation of the two networks

Network Dead legs Shorten or remove the dead legs

Network
Presence of thermostatic valves mixing

hot and cold water, distant from points of
use (range: 3–10 m)

Removal of hot and cold water mixing valves
located over 3 m from point of use. Mechanical
adjustment of maximum allowable temperature

(50 ◦C) on user taps

Unfavourable equipment Large water softener Removal of the water softener

Unfavourable equipment Thermostatic faucets Change for simple mixing faucets

Unfavourable equipment Automatic faucets without automatic
periodic rinsing Change for manual faucets

Unfavourable equipment Faucet aerators Replacement by flow straightener and specific
disinfection

Unfavourable equipment Solenoid valves of specialized faucets Replacement and specific disinfection
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Figure 5. Schematic water distribution network after correction of the identified risk points. The
garden water tap was removed. The water line feeding the 3 external taps was separated from the
water line for dialysis treatment and the softener was removed. The water mixing valves of the
large hot water tanks were removed because they were located several m (3 to 10 m) from points of
use. This arrangement resulted in a long portion of tube with intermediate temperatures promoting
bacterial development. The maximum hot water temperature is presently set at the point of use.
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3.4. Maintenance and Controls

Periodic network rinsing and monitoring of the presence of P. aeruginosa was pursued
during use. Over the following 3 years, 219 out of 223 (98%) analyses were negative
(<1CFU/100 mL). Four positive results were linked to three taps not used for care which
were satisfactorily treated locally. No recurrence of P. aeruginosa infection has been observed
in the water treatment unit for dialysis.

4. Discussion

Previous reports on P. aeruginosa contamination mainly focus on retrograde contam-
ination from the patients or users to the water network. There is scant information on
the origin of a water contamination, the location where biofilms develop, or the methods
to remove those [36]. A first successful attempt to decrease bacterial contamination of
a multiple sclerosis centre has been reported [37]. In that study, the authors applied an
electrochemical disinfection in the hot water network before the heater with a recirculation
system. It represents an interesting approach that deserves being tested in cold water
used for care. To the best of our knowledge, our report is the first case illustrating a con-
tamination of a new health care building, describing the measures applied to eliminate it,
and showing the unsatisfactory treatments as well as the finally successful approach. In
addition, our experience underlines the importance of preventive measures, not only in the
design of internal water distribution, but also and above all in the execution process of the
construction phases, and in particular at the time of the arrival of water in the building, the
disinfection of the networks, and the expectation of the opening to the public.

Our approach, through a careful visual inspection of all water systems guided by the
recommendations of the ministries of health and scientific literature, and by an ATPmetry
mapping coupled with bacteriological results, allowed us to identify areas and points of
use at risk of biofilm development. Design errors were identified and corrective measures
were applied. We also observed that the sizing of the network was not adapted to the
facility. The estimated water consumption was significantly higher than that actually used
and the planned number of points of use exceeded that required for healthcare activity. The
first favoured a slow speed of water circulation in the pipes and the second allowed the
appearance of dead and unused legs, favouring bacterial growth and biofilm formation [38].
The capacity of the water softener protecting hot water piping from limestone has been
estimated to be one hundred times greater than that actually used. As a consequence, the
water flow in the softener was very low, again, allowing bacterial proliferation to occur.
In addition, water at the main inlet was only moderately loaded with calcium, rendering
questionable the necessity of the softener. For hand washing, the choice to generalize
automatic non-touch censor taps was not suitable because these taps, especially with core
solenoid valves, are known to be a trap for germs [39].

In the present experience, although the quality of the water supplied by the municipal-
ity is acceptable, the complete water network of the facility was shown to be contaminated
shortly after connecting the main water inlet. It appears that the moment of connecting
and filling up the distribution system is crucial, although there is no established protocol
for its implementation. During the 3 months spent between the end of the construction
works of the building and its equipment for healthcare activities, no particular measures,
except periodic flushing, were scheduled to check and maintain the quality of water in
the distribution networks. Nevertheless, air tightness checking of the water distribution
networks and maintenance with super-chlorinated water or other recommended solutions
are advised by good practice recommendations [40]. None of these actions were undertaken
in our case. Indeed, several important problems were observed in the curative disinfection
practices used. The disinfectant products used had not been validated in real conditions
and the implementation was poorly controlled. Instead, disinfectants that are efficient for
biofilm destruction, compatible with network materials, and without health risk should
have been favoured. Thermal disinfection [41], if properly performed, is effective but not
always technically feasible on the entire water network of a building.
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From a more general point of view, the design of sanitary networks must comply
with numerous documents, national regulations, technical design documents, or technical
guides. All parts of the network must also comply with national or international standards.
These texts include different requirements, the first of which being that the quality of the
water does not deteriorate in the network and remains in conformity with the standards of
quality at any point of use. Amongst additional more technical requirements are that the
water flow at all points should be in conformity with reference values without pressure drop;
there should be no return of polluted water to the drinking water system; there should be
protection against calcareous deposits; hot water temperatures should not reach a threshold
considered to increase the risk of injury and burning at the point of use. In addition, the
design of a water distribution network is limited by budget constraints being frequently
at odds with the primary goal of good water quality for health facilities. Engineers and
workers responsible for the implementation of the water networks are often better trained
on the technical aspects of proper functioning than on the risks of water quality degradation
described in the scientific literature and in the health guidelines. Water networks of new
buildings can therefore be affected by microorganisms which can be sometimes pathogenic.
Therefore, the creation of a multidisciplinary working group to design a water network,
monitor the progress of the construction, and control the intermediate phase between the
water connection and opening is of outmost importance.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, P. aeruginosa contamination of newly constructed health facilities is
very difficult to resolve. There is no effective method applicable to all buildings because
network configurations, materials, water quality, or uses are different. However, with a
good methodology it may be possible to decrease the contamination and possibly eradicate
it. Proper diagnostic methods, corrective measures, and disinfection procedures carefully
chosen and followed in their implementation should be used.

Misunderstanding or non-compliance with regulatory texts or guidelines for the
design, operation, and maintenance of the internal water distribution networks of new
health care facilities can lead to poor water quality, sometimes incompatible with the
function the edifice has been built for. The health risk linked to bacterial infections carried by
the water distribution network in health care facilities may be unacceptably high [9] and the
financial consequences of poor water quality important. Correcting design-based problems
and mishandlings of the setup phase can represent a high cost, especially as it postpones
the start of healthcare activity. International guidelines for the design, setup phase, and
maintenance of water distribution networks of healthcare facilities should be developed
in collaboration with builders, health authorities, and water quality specialists. Their
implementation in new buildings should be specifically supervised by trained specialists at
all stages, from design to start of activity.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/hygiene2010001/s1, Figure S1: Network corrections on basement
(−1 level); Figure S2: Network corrections on the ground floor; Figure S3: Network corrections on
the first floor; Figure S4: Network modifications on the second floor.
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